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MADISON - I really liked Gov. Evers’s budget, and the way he talked about it, as I explain here:

Praise for Governor Evers’s Budget

 If you liked it too, please write to your legislators and let them know the parts of his budget
that are most important to you. Here’s some info on how you contact your legislators:

https://www.wisdc.org/get-involved/contact-your-legislator

 Over the past few days, we’ve been busy following some money  trails. One involves those
bogus GOP “electors” who tried to present  themselves as the real Wisconsin electors to the
Electoral College. Here  are the donations they’ve given to candidates in Wisconsin:

Accused GOP Electors Contributed Nearly $14K to State Candidates

 And in a story that we broke at the Wisconsin Democracy  Campaign, Scott Fitzgerald, while he
was Majority Leader in the State  Senate, reached a settlement with the Wisconsin Ethics
Committee for  taking in contributions above the legal limit. And another campaign  committee
that he ran for Wisconsin candidates also had violations that  it settled:

Fitzgerald Cited for Campaign Violation But Doesn't Pay Penalty

 We also updated all the spending by PACs in last year’s  elections. Here’s a handy little table of
the spenders, from biggest to  smallest:
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Independent Expenditure Totals Fall 2020

As you can see, we’ve been keeping tabs!

 I hope you find this information useful, and enjoy the warmer weather this weekend.

  

Best,

 Matt Rothschild
 Executive Director
rothschild@wisdc.org

  

P.S. Donating is easy. Just click here .  Or donate the old-fashioned way by sending a check to
us at 203 S.  Paterson St, Suite 100, Madison WI 53703. We really appreciate it!
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